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NEW
MUSIC

Watch a video of the band
at: thescottishsun.co.uk

By Jim Gellatly

TIDERAYS
WHERE: Dumfries
WHO: Eddie Oakes (vocals/guitar),
Liam Russell (bass/vocals), Stewart
Paterson (guitar/keys), Isla Gracie
(fiddle/vocals/percussion), Trevor
Newport (drums)
FOR FANS OF: Frightened Rabbit,
Idelwild, Fatherson
JIM SAYS: Tiderays are one of a host
of emerging bands from Dumfries
and Galloway. I first came across
them when attending the annual
Dumfries Music Conference.

It’s always a great networking
experience with workshops, guest
speakers and live music showcases.

Eddie said: “Events like DMC are
very important. It’s a great way to
pick up advice from industry profes-
sionals and make contacts that can
be beneficial moving forward.”

Even if you take mega star Calvin
Harris out of the equation, I reckon
Dumfries has been punching above
its weight for a while now. DMC can
certainly take credit in helping build
the scene and give local acts a plat-
form. 

Acts do need to get out of Dum-
fries in order to raise their profile, but
that would be the same for bands
from any town.

Trevor said: “Dumfries and Gallo-
way has a population of about
150,000. You can only take it so far
when the population is so small, so
we need to branch out to the cities.

“ We can often get more bang from
our buck playing in the larger towns
and cities. That’s not to say our home
crowd aren’t fantastic.”

I can certainly be guilty of being
trapped in the Scottish bubble when
it comes to music. I’ll not apologise
for that, but it can be easy to forget
that Carlisle is actually less than half
the distance from Dumfries than
Glasgow. That’s something Tiderays
have taken advantage of.

Trevor added: “We’ve got a follow-
ing in Carlisle now, so the north of
England is very important. We toured
there in the spring and had a great
time. Ultimately, we need to make
ourselves known around the entire
UK to be able to go full-time. But
Scotland and the north of England
are doing well for us right now.”

Melodic rock with a folk tinge, Tid-
erays are well on the way to fulfilling
their potential. Initially, they went
down more of a folk route, starting
with Eddie’s solo material. That’s
developed to give them more of an
alt. rock edge.

Eddie and Trevor had been playing
and writing together in various
guises for a few years before they
formed the band at the start of 2017.

Isla was brought in as a session
fiddle player, but she joined full-time
earlier this year. Following last year’s
The Anchor and Papillon singles,
they’ve produced another gem with
their latest, Parallel. It paves the way
for a debut album, which they hope
to release in November. Having
played Butefest yesterday, the next
big gig for Tiderays is August’s Sol-
fest in Cumbria. Plans are currently
afoot for a short tour of Scotland
before Christmas.
MORE: tiderays.co.uk 
lJim presents a weekly showcase of
New Music on Amazing Radio Sun-
days 2-4pm. 

amazingradio.com
jimgellatly.com

MUSIC & GAMES

EVIL
update:

Resident Evil 5
and 6 will be heading
to Nintendo’s console 
on October 29. This

follows Resident Evil, 
Resident Evil Zero and

Resident Evil 4
hitting the Switch

already.

lTHE doctor will see you soon
— Sega’s PC hit, Two Point 

Hospital, is coming to Xbox One, 
PS4 and Switch later this year.

The PC version was an immediate
hit, but the Two Point
Studio team have heard 
calls from fans on social 
media to bring the medic 
SIM to other platforms.

You’re an administrator

who faces many tricky situations 
while building and improving the 
team and curing people.

And running a hospital empire 
can get messy. You have to train 

staff and deal with their
wide-ranging
personality traits if you
want to beat the
healthcare competition
in Two Point County.

A Sairfire hit 

RELIVE
RETRO
SCI-FI

MAGIC

NO ONE could argue that ninjas are
cool so it’s a bit of a no-brainer for
Mixed Realms and Swag Soft to go
down that route in Sairento.

But what makes it a cut above its
rivals is that its full name is Sairento
VR.

This takes everything you know
about movement in VR and throws it
out the window so if you get motion
sickness then you will need a sick
bag or two because you will be flip-
ping and wall-running as you blast
and slice the baddies like a true
ninja.

It is fair to say that the story is just
the glue that links the different areas
together. In short, you are cyber
assassin working in a futuristic
Tokyo.

Sairento VR is all about move-
ment and letting you work at your
own pace. You could jump in at the
deep end but you can also work
through the gears as your body

starts to find its VR legs. When
you’re not bouncing from wall to wall
you’ll be landing kills and blasting
enemies with a good section of fire-
arms or slicing them with a heathy
choice of blades and throw-
ing weapons. 

You have two holsters so,
once you have picked your
weapons, you have options
in-game and you can dual-
wield as well. 

The levels are possibly on
the short side but once you
start an epic run then the action just
feels so good and the game is built
on replaying levels to grab XP to
unlock new skills and abilities which
help you become stronger.

There is also a relic system which
lets you tickle your arsenal so you
can spend an age working out what

best suits your playing style. 1Be-
yond the main campaign there are
missions where you have set chal-
lenges which keep changing. You
can add elements to make them
harder. Then there is a challenge
mode where you horde and try to
stay alive for as long as you can.

The multiplayer mode offers
co-op fun although it can be a
bit on the easy side.

The graphics are a real
mixed bag. The setting and
theme are well handled, from
market streets to neon-covered
nightclubs but the textures look
a bit rough. That said, this

makes you feel like the ultimate
ninja assassin. Landing a headshot
mid-back flip and reloading before
you hit the deck never gets old.

It will push your VR legs to their
limits.

HHHH
STUART CULLEN

Sairento VR
PSVR and PC £24.99

lTIME to go bananas —
Sega’s Monkey Ball is

set to return with Banana 
Blitz HD.

In an interesting move, the
firm will just remaster the Wii 
launch title, 
although it does 
get updated 
graphics and 
there is a hint of 

Joycon integration for the 
100 single-player stages.

The new version is set to 
hit the Switch, Xbox One and 
PS4 on October 29 and will 

set you back
£34.99.

A Steam
release is due
some time during
this winter.

THE hotter the new consoles become, the more you
realise how good some of the retro classics could
have been.

JoyMaher’s Blazing Chrome proves the point — it’s
a great Contra game but has nothing to do with
Konami’s legendary series.

This is run-and-gun action wrapped in a stunning
16bit skin.

It is set in a future where everything has gone
wrong. A super AI rules the planet after sending an
army of robots to wipe out humanity. The small
groups that were left are in hiding but one bunch
of rebels has a revenge plan.

Badass future trooper Mavra joins
Doyle, a rough-tough reprogrammed
robot, to save the day and the human
race. It’s pure 80s sci-fi pulp and car-
ries the six rock-hard stages. The star
of the show is the gameplay. It should
be simple — walk from left to right and
blast everything that moves and fight

a few bosses — but the reality is a borderline Dark
Souls-tough adventure where everything wants you
dead and can do it in very few hits. You do have a
healthy arsenal, and there are pick-ups along the way
to boost your firepower. There are also some levels
where you pilot a mech suit to smash bots or ride a
speeder bike. You also switch from 2D to 3D sections
which all helps to keep the action fresh.

The sound perfectly fits the action
and is catchy at times, but we did
suffer a weird visual glitch that left its
mark on our TV for a bit after playing
the second stage.

This is a love letter to run-and-gun
shooters and newcomers should get
a taste of what it was like back then.

HHHHú
STUART CULLEN

Blazing Chrome
Xbox One, PS4, Switch and PC £14.24

SIMPLY THE BEST 

SIM sensation Graham Carroll
wants to be the best racer in the
world.

The Red Bull ace has made head-
lines across the world with his sim
racing and is now at the sharp end of
the grid in the iRacing Porsche
eSport Cup.

His online efforts have already made him
pals with Formula One aces Max Verstap-
pen and Lando Norris, below — but he
wants to out-do them on the virtual track.

The size of that task was proved when
the two F1 stars teamed up to win iRa-
cing’s 24 Hours of Spa event.

Graham — from Musselburgh in East
Lothian — spoke out when he turned up at
Resonate in Glasgow at the weekend.

The former Scottish and British Formula
Ford champion insisted there was a
lucrative career to enjoy in sim racing, and
he no longer wanted to the real track.

He said: “When I won the British back
in 2008 I would love to have kept racing
but I stopped and became this sort of
eSports guy.

“I’ve really fell in love with the world
and the gaming side of it.

“To be honest, what I’m doing just now
with Red Bull is more than I ever thought
I’d get when I stopped real racing so I just
want to keep it going as long as possible
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lIT’S the end of an era — id
Software studio director Tim

Willits is leaving the company when 
QuakeCon ends later this month.

Willits told Twitter: “I’ve been 

extremely lucky to work with the 
best people in the industry on truly 
amazing games. 

“QuakeCon has been an unbeliev-
able part of my journey.”

lWE Happy Few is getting its
second DLC package on July

30. Lightbearer sees you fill the 
boots of Wellington Wells’ most 
beloved rock star, Nick Lightbearer, 

as he takes centre stage for a new 
story. The heartthrob artist’s drug 
abuse has made him a bit of a
monster and you have to find out 
why. 

SCARE
news: Switch

owners are in for a
real fright this Hal-

loween. Nintendo has
just confirmed that the
Switch exclusive,
Luigi’s Mansion 3, will
launch on October

31. Be afraid. Be
very afraid.

1 Crash Team Racing 
Nitro-Fueled

2 Marvel Ultimate Alliance 
3: The Black Order

3 Super Mario Maker 2
4 FIFA 19

5 Red Dead 
Redemption 2

lGRAB your phone and hit the
track — the World’s Fastest

Gamer is back.
The eSports competition is

challenging mobile gamers to
compete to earn one of two wildcard 
entries in the Grand 
Final by playing 
Gear.Club.

They’ll be against 
eight eSports champs 
from different

platforms. The ten will then compete 
to win a real-life season’s drive in 
2020.

In the inaugural season, Danish 
surgeon Henrik Drue got into the 
final through Gear.Club, but he just 

missed out on the big
prize of becoming an
F1 simulator driver.

Entries for World’s
Fastest Gamer close
on August 8.

lMARVEL Ultimate Alliance 3
may have just hit stores but

Nintendo has announced DLC for 
the Switch exclusive.

Marvel Knights: Curse Of The 
Vampire is out on 
September 30 and 
promises a number of 
heroes and villains 
such as Blade, Moon 
Knight, Morbius and 

The Punisher as playable
characters.

The details were revealed at a 
panel at San Diego Comic-Con last 
weekend alongside news that new 

playable characters,
Cyclops and
Colossus, will be
released as part of a
FREE update this
Tuesday.

SIMPLY THE BEST 

and to be involved as long as possible
with the Red Bull team.

“I think every kid in the world is try-
ing to go from eSports to real racing
and I want to be the one that’s the
opposite. I don’t want to be the same as
everyone else.

“Everyone would go real racing if
they could but that’s not my main goal.
I want to be the best driver online at
eSport right now. When I started, about
five years ago, I was in the top so
many but because things have got so
competitive — like in iRacing which is
my bread and butter — it’s hard to be
in that top group and it’s only going to
get bigger and better every year.”

Graham sees a vital part of his Red
Bull role as showing off eSports at
shows like Resonate.

He added: “We were at
Goodwood the other
weekend with Red Bull
UK and we had the
Red Bull KTM energy
station with some SIM
rigs and gaming stations
and Red Bull want to
bring a pop-up version to
different events like Good-
wood and Resonate.

“Being a Red Bull
eSports driver, I
get to help with

the SIM rigs and race against the pub-
lic — setting a few fastest laps is great
fun.”

He was impressed with the Glasgow
crowd. He added: “Goodwood is a car
festival and the SIMs were quite quiet
but Resonate had a massive queue.
That’s great to see.” But he laughed:
“No one has even got close to my laps
but they are enjoying it.”

Verstappen and McLaren ace Norris
have also been pounding in the laps
online. Graham said: “I haven’t gone

head to head with Max.
He’s in a different

eSports team — Team
Redline with some
other guys I raced
with. But Max keeps
himself busy and nor-
mally does the odd
endurance race just for

fun whereas I don’t do
them because you don’t

get any prize money from
it. But we have spoken
about being in the

same sort of team, so Red Bull Racing
would need to sort something out.

“I think it would be pretty awesome
to race him. I’ve raced against Lando as
he’s done a lot of the iRacing stuff but
it would be great to race Max and
hopefully show him a trick or two.”

But his sights are firmly set on being
No1 in the paddock. 

He said: “At the minute I’m focused
on the iRacing Porsche eSport cup
which has a prize pot of $100,000 and
there are a few other little eSports
events coming up as well as supporting
the other guys in the F1 eSports and
just doing what it takes to be part of
the team.

“Once you get your place you need to
keep pushing to stay part of it.”

He made the final of the Visa Vegas
shoot-out in 2017 and also took part in
the qualifiers for the Race of
Champions in Mexico.

He is now thinking about another
attack. He said: “My manager only
asked me to enter last year’s Race of
Champions a few days before.

“I ended getting into the last 20. It
would be awesome to enter this year
and compete.

“It looks amazing. One of my old
team-mates, Enzo Bonito, beat Lucas di
Grassi. Enzo is a proper talent.”

STUART CULLEN

‘Scots can be 
top of League’

THE next Scottish sporting
heroes are set to be keyboard
warriors, according to the man
behind eSports Scotland.

James Hood has helped set
up the Scottish eSports League
and was banging the drum at
Resonate — the two-day
gaming festival in Glasgow. 

The show — in its third year —
included a number of tourna-
ments with the likes of Team
Penguin Overloads and Anath-
ema doing battle for a slice of a
£5,000 prize pot in games
including Rocket League and
Rainbow Six Siege.

James, below, said: “The
show has been amazing. Every-
one has such a buzz .

“We have worked so hard
behind the scenes to make this
happen and it really gives these
gamers a bit or reassurance to
keep on doing what they love
and getting teams and
the gear together.

“Look at Team Pen-
guin Overloads —
people like that
inspire others to think
‘we can do that’ so the
more tournaments we
can hold and the
more prize money we
have, people soon
think they could
make a living out of
this. It is about
inspiring people to
give it a go.”

He added: “The
Scottish eSport
League is the premier
competition. We ran a
number of qualifiers
over the past four
months and the best
of the best from that
took part in the finals.”

But he admitted:
“We never announced the prize
pot until four weeks before the
show so the people that signed
up were rewarded for that gam-
ble while those who didn’t were
heard on social media wishing
they had.

“But, ultimately, money talks
and any sort of prize pool with
bring in a bigger audience as
well as more players too.”

Gamers also got a who’s who
of the YouTube and Vlogging
revolution. The show served up
the likes of Syndicate and Pyro-
cynical as headliners and they
were backed up by a host of
other internet stars.

Fans got a chance to meet
their heroes, grab an autograph
or a selfie and even quiz them
on their success stories. It
would have been good for at
least one of them to chat about

how hard it is to become a
streamer and YouTuber, or talk
about the kit you need, how
much it costs and at which
stage you need management.

That would have been a great
insight for the young fans who
are hungry to follow their idols.

The indie sector was a bit
smaller than recent years. The
Tron-inspired Rebound
returned and developer
Prospect Games also showed
off their new fast, frantic and fun
arena battler, Robot
Champions. 

Developer Andrew Bennison
said: “This is the most north we
have been with the game yet
and everyone loves it. 

“It’s easily been the busiest
indie booth here and we are
very happy with how people are
enjoying the game.” The team
hopes hands-on time at events

will pay off. Andrew
added: “There is a
Kickstarter planned
for about mid-
August. If that goes
well we want to bring
the game to all con-
soles as well as a VR
version.”

Resonate also
hosted John Robert-
son’s The Dark Room,
and drew a good
crowd all looking to
try to escape the
Aussie stand-up.
Robbo, left, said: “It
was an awesome
event — any show in
Glasgow is good just
because it’s in
Glasgow. I smashed
a man in the chest
with a bag of baked
beans — you can’t
ask for more. Plus,

you can swear at kids in Scot-
land, which makes my job fun. 

“It was a great warm-up
before The Dark Room heads to
Edinburgh where it’ll be on
twice a day all through the
Fringe, so I’m looking forward to
calling more weans bawbags.”

So how was the show? It was
heavily accented towards
eSports and streaming and felt
smaller than last year even
though organisers claimed it
was the biggest yet.

For Scotland to stand on the
same stage as world-class UK
events like EGX, Insomnia and
Rezzed, Resonate needs to
attract the big publishers with
their latest wares and bringing
the faces behind the games.
That would inspire youngsters
who’ll take the industry forward.

STUART CULLEN

EXCLUSIVE 
INTERVIEW


